
Semi-permanent make up

          



“Having worked at the leading edge of the beauty industry for over 18 years, 

I am truly passionate about offering the latest and most advanced semi-

permanent  make-up treatments for women of all ages.

Continual semi permanent make-up training updates are the key to 

producing the latest signature look.

Claire Price

Claire is a Master Beauty Therapist and has ten years experience in micro-pigmentation . 
Claire is trained in the innovative semi-permanent make-up technique (Fame).
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“Having worked at the leading edge of the Beauty Industry for over 28 years,
  I am truly passionate about offering the latest and most advanced semi-   
  permanent make-up treatments for women of all ages.

  Continual semi-permanent make-up training updates are the key to producing  
  the latest signature look.

Claire is a Master Beauty Therapist and has 28 years experience in micro-pigmentation.
Claire is trained in the innovative semi-permanent make-up technique (Fame) and microblading in Berlin.



90% of women use make-up every single day.  
Whether it’s a simple slick of lipstick or a dash 
of mascara, make-up undoubtedly boosts our 
confidence. However, the hectic pressures of 
modern day living makes looking and feeling 
our best difficult to maintain.

Semi-permanent make-up gives a beautiful 
flawless finish by enhancing our natural 
features, there is no more endless re-applying 
of lip liner, lipstick, eyebrow pencil and 
eyeliner.

Is it for me?

Semi-permanent make-up is perfect for any 
woman irrespective of age. The natural finish 
of the make-up makes it ideal for swimmers, 
holiday-makers, sports enthusiasts and simply 
anyone wishing to permanently enhance their 
natural features.

Semi-permanent Make-up 

          



Many women worry that semi-permanent make-up may appear obvious, the advanced and innovative Fame 

technique of micro-pigmentation offers a very natural defined look.

Treatment Overview

Q  What does the treatment involve? 
The process involves infusion of 
hypoallergenic pigment placement in 
the dermal layer of the skin.  A topical 
anaesthetic will be used to reduce any levels 
of discomfort. The treatment is completely 
safe and meets stringent codes of hygiene 
practice.  

Q  Do you have examples I can see? 
Consultation is an important part of the 
whole process and an extensive portfolio 
will be available. 

Q  What if I have an allergic reaction? 
You will be allergy tested 24 hrs before the 
treatment. 

Q  How long does the make-up last? 
The make-up remains in the skin for a 
number of years and will fade with time.  
Refreshers are advised, once a year, to 
maintain definition and colour.

Q  What colours do you use? 
You will be colour matched to soft subtle 
shades of mineral based pigments to suit 
your hair and skin tone.

Frequently Asked Questions

          

You will be colour matched to soft subtle 
shades of waterproof, longer-lasting mineral 
based pigments to suit your hair and skin tone.



Brows
This is a perfect treatment for over-plucked 
eyebrows or anyone who requires correction 
and definition.  Eyebrows create important 
framework for the face. Brows with no or little 
definition often look lost.
Brows can also be re-aligned and lifted to give a 
more youthful appearance. It is a fabulous anti-
aging secret of many celebrities.

Lash Line Definer
Semi-permanent eyeliner creates a naturally 
defined look to the eyes and gives the illusion 
of fuller, thicker lashes.  This will put an end to 
embarrassing make-up smudges.

Latino Liner
A striking eyeliner effect, more detailed, available 

with a flick. 

Latino LinerSemi-Permanent Brows & Soft Liner

          

Secret Eyes

Glamour Eyes
Semi-Permanent Brows & Secret Liner Glamour Eyes



Lip Liner

This is simply a “must” for those wanting to 

define the overall shape of the lips.  A simple 

lipliner application with semi-permanent 

make-up also eliminates all problems 

associated with lipstick bleeding.

Lip Blush

The lip blush offers symmetry and fullness 

with a beautiful soft and natural colour.  The 

Blush defines the outline of the lips and soft 

shading which gets lighter towards the centre 

of the lip to create the effect of fullness.

Full Lip Colour

This treatment is the perfect finish for ladies 

who wear lipstick everyday.  Expert shading 

and highlighting enhance a thin flat lip.  The 

shape is defined, symmetry provided and an 

overall natural lip colour applied.

Lips

          

Lip Kiss Full Lip Colour

Lip Perfection Blended Contouring | £395.00

Lip Kiss - Full Lipstick | £495.00
Lip Liner

This is simply a “must” for those wanting to 

define the overall shape of the lips.  A simple 

lipliner application with semi-permanent 

make-up also eliminates all problems 

associated with lipstick bleeding.

Lip Blush

The lip blush offers symmetry and fullness 

with a beautiful soft and natural colour.  The 

Blush defines the outline of the lips and soft 

shading which gets lighter towards the centre 

of the lip to create the effect of fullness.

Full Lip Colour

This treatment is the perfect finish for ladies 

who wear lipstick everyday.  Expert shading 

and highlighting enhance a thin flat lip.  The 

shape is defined, symmetry provided and an 

overall natural lip colour applied.

Lips

          



Eyebrow re-construction,  
anti-age technique & correction

£495

Eyebrow refresher / reconstruction £247

Eyebrow Revival £395

Eyebrow Revival refresher £197

Latino Liner £395

Latino Liner refresher £197

Lash Definer £395

Lash Definer refresher £197

Eyeliner – lower lid only £395

Eyeliner lower eye lid refresher £197

Lipliner £450

Lipliner refresher £225

Lip Blush £795

Lip Blush Refresher £397

Price Guide 

Colour refreshers are recommended yearly 

to maintain the definition and appearance of 

your semi-permanent make-up. 

A deposit of £50 will be taken upon booking. 

You are required to give 24 hrs notice for any 

treatment cancellations.  

An anaesthetic is required for any lip 

treatments and will be charged separately – 

please ask for details.

Standard terms and conditions will apply.
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Microblading £395.00 Retouch £197.50

Eyebrow Couture £395.00 Retouch £197.50

Brow Ambre £395.00 Retouch £197.50

Combination Brows £395.00 Retouch £197.50

EYES

Secret Eyeliner (top lash line) £395.00 Retouch £197.50

Secret Eyeliner (bottom lash line) £395.00 Retouch £197.50

Glamour Eyes (Latino Liner) £495.00 Retouch £225.00

LIPS

Lip Perfection Blended Contouring £395.00 Retouch £197.50

Lip Kiss Full (Lipstick Application Look) £495.00 Retouch £247.50

Colour refreshers are recommended yearly 
to maintain the definition and appearance 
of your semi-permanent make-up.

A deposit of £50 will be taken upon 
booking. You are required to give 24 hrs 
notice for any treatment cancellations.

An anaesthetic is required for any lip 
treatments and will be charged separately - 
please ask for details.

Standard terms and conditions will apply. 



Hereford Road
Mardy

Abergavenny
Monmouthshire

NP7 6LE

01873 859229
info@claireprice.com
www.claireprice.com

All prices are correct at time of going to press. Claire Price reserves the  

right to amend product descriptions and prices. 02/13
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